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90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Shteeble - 08 Jul 2011 13:29
_____________________________________

Okay Chevra, we have 90,000 to go.  Please keep to one reason per post, and 20 words or less
per reason.

When you feel like acting out, make sure to read all 90,000 reasons why you shouldn't first.

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by benaliyah613 - 23 Oct 2019 17:35
_____________________________________

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Markz - 23 Oct 2019 17:55
_____________________________________

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!

i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Tzvi5 - 23 Oct 2019 21:01
_____________________________________
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What are you trying to say?

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Tzvi5 - 23 Oct 2019 21:04
_____________________________________

How come?

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Tzvi5 - 23 Oct 2019 21:06
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:55:

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!

i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

What's your ??????

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Markz - 23 Oct 2019 23:47
_____________________________________

Tzvi5 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 21:06:
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Markz wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:55:

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!

i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

What's your ??????

Arizal

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by sleepy - 24 Oct 2019 04:57
_____________________________________

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

thats a terrific reason, thanks for the share!

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by sleepy - 24 Oct 2019 05:01
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_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:55:

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!

i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

maybe if we tried reviewing it another 90,000 times,it might make a dent in our thick skulls,it
might work better if we smash our heads on a wall every time we say it (:

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Markz - 24 Oct 2019 11:49
_____________________________________

sleepy wrote on 24 Oct 2019 05:01:

Markz wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:55:

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!
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i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

maybe if we tried reviewing it another 90,000 times,it might make a dent in our thick skulls,it
might work better if we smash our heads on a wall every time we say it (:

I shared what works or doesn’t work for me

can you do the same 

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by sleepy - 24 Oct 2019 15:20
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 24 Oct 2019 11:49:

sleepy wrote on 24 Oct 2019 05:01:

Markz wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:55:

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!

i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

maybe if we tried reviewing it another 90,000 times,it might make a dent in our thick skulls,it
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might work better if we smash our heads on a wall every time we say it (:

I shared what works or doesn’t work for me

can you do the same 

first of all dont take my post to heart, after all i did sign off with a smiley,second of all i tried
sharing what works for me,and the last time i shared i got a silicon doll thrown at me, so once
bit, twice shy...

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by sleepy - 24 Oct 2019 16:56
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 24 Oct 2019 11:49:

sleepy wrote on 24 Oct 2019 05:01:

Markz wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:55:

benaliyah613 wrote on 23 Oct 2019 17:35:

the disgusting feeling that you get when you come out of that high just isn't worth it

Welcome!

i think this has been mentioned 90,000 times, but for some odd reason (maybe there are 90k
reasons) that didn’t help me ;-(

maybe if we tried reviewing it another 90,000 times,it might make a dent in our thick skulls,it
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might work better if we smash our heads on a wall every time we say it (:

I shared what works or doesn’t work for me

can you do the same 

care to share what works for you,does it work long term ,short term, odaat?

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Realestatemogul - 26 Dec 2019 03:17
_____________________________________

I'm an investor and I don't want to take short term benefits over long term ones...

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by Michael94 - 05 Apr 2020 11:33
_____________________________________

To win today is easier then to win tomorrow...

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by i-man - 06 Apr 2020 06:20
_____________________________________

I want to be clean when Moshiach  comes (seems imminent...Iy’H) 

========================================================================
====

Re: 90,000 Reasons To Say NO to acting out.... in 20 words or less
Posted by good1 - 12 Jun 2020 13:12
_____________________________________
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I never feel happy about it after.

========================================================================
====
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